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KGB moles target Lyndon LaRouche
at Brookings Institute conference
In May

1983, at a meeting of top agents of the Soviet govern

ment with the U.S. "peace movement" in Minneapolis, Min
nesota, an obscure Washington journalist working for the

fire had been heard" coming from that vicinity.
Rees's outburst against LaRouche, which shocked many
of the 35 participants at the Brookings Institution forum, was

John Birch Society, named John Rees, was carrying out the

no mere slip. Informed sources close to the Department of

task of providing a special kind of security for the meeting.

Justice report that Rees, together with socialist Irwin Suall,

With 25 Soviet agents, including KGB General Mikhail Mil

director of the Fact Finding section of the Anti-Defamation

shtein, Literaturnaya Gazeta's Fyodor Burlatskii,: and oth
ers, meeting under the auspices of the Hut>ert H. Humphrey

League ( �DL), and other collaborators in the press such as

. NBC and the

Washington Post, have been pressuring the

Institute together with an equal number of leading members

Department of Justice and the FBI to run a "cointelpro"

of the U.S. based "nuclear freeze" and "peace" movement,

operation and criminal investigation of LaRouche and asso

one of the critical jobs was to ensure that the real story of

ciated organizations.

what transpired between the KGB and the U.S. Democratic

The model for Rees's proposed gameplan against La

Party, which was deeply involved in this meeting, was kept

Rouche is the series of shootouts between members of the

out of circulation. According to eyewitness accounts, that

Nazi fringe groups, The Order, and the Aryan Nation, with

job was handled by John Rees.

agents of federal law�enforcement agencies. Behind the

Rees's task at the Minneapolis meeting was doubly im

scenes, Rees and Suall have been illegally attempting to

portant for KGB operations in the United States. First, at this

pressure the FBI and Justice Department into listing La

meeting, the KGB first launched its international campaign

Rouche among "right-wing" terrorists.

against President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl),
which had just been announced on March

23, 1983. Second

Through the ADL, the Israeli Mossad is engaged in train
ing special-operations assault teams within the United States

ly, the Minneapolis meeting proved that FBI Director Wil

Marshals Service and the FBI. Over the last year, these spe

liam Webster was deliberately covering up for the KGB. A

cial units have been involved in several sensational shootouts

1983, despite irrefutable proof that

with members of neo-Nazi and other right-wing groups, usu

month before, in April

the KGB was building the "peace movement" in Europe as a

ally resulting in the death of the group member.

terrorist capability against the United States, Webster had

What the FBI knows and is covering up, is that Irwin

told the U.S. Congress that there was "absolutely" no evi

Suall himself finances agents-provocateur inside the right

dence of Soviet control over the "nuclear freeze" or peace

wing, the Ku Klux Klan, and Nazi fringe groups. In some

movement in the United States

cases, it has been paid ADL agents who helped to set up the

1985, the coverup of KGB operations was

violent confrontations leading to injuries or deaths of law

escalated when a gang of Anglo-Soviet agents linked to the

enforcement agents. There have also been cases where state

On April 22,

Heritage Foundation, gathered at the Brookings Institution

law enforcement agencies, such as Missouri, had to withdraw

for a conference on ''Terrorism, Psychological Warfare and

official reports when information provided by the ADL, for

Propaganda," and openly targeted for assassination Lyndon

example, on LaRouche, turned out to be false, culled from

H. LaRouche, Jr., the leading expert on Soviet terrorism,

Suall's "enemies list."

and the acknowledged architect of President Reagan's SDI.
The spokesman for the targeting of LaRouche was the

Terrorists control the conference

same John Rees who deployed in Minneapolis for the State

As the following dossiers show, some of the major targets

Department, the FBI, and British intelligence services to

of the U . S. government in investigating terrorism and Soviet

protect the KGB. In his speech, Rees said that the "[U.S.

disinformation should be the Brookings conference partici

Bureau of] Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms" should "raid"

pants themselves.

the estate of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. in Loudoun County,
Virginia "because the Washington Post reported that mortar
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Most of the major participants at the April 22 conference
(Michael Ledeen of the Center on Strategic and International
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Studies; John Rees; Arnaud de Borchgrave, Editor of the

O'Connell), became low-level left-infiltration agents for the

Washington Times; Irwin Suall; Herbert Rommerstein; Gen.

D.C. Police Department, according to his accounts. Louise

Robert Richardson of High Frontier; Joel Lisker, an aide to

Rees infiltrated the Institute for Policy Studies, one of the

Sen. Jeremiah Denton; Charles Lichtenstein of the Heritage

Socialist International and KGB's intelligence windows and

Foundation; and the notorious Committee for Accuracy in

operational centers in Washington.

Middle East Reporting in America-CAMERA) serve the

Today, Rees is a close collaborator against LaRouche

interests of the KGB through primary associations with either

with the ADL, the dope lobby associated with the terrorist

British intelligence and its fronts such as the Heritage Foun

linked High Times magazine, and the Washington Post. His

dation, or with Israeli intelligence, the Mossad. Both of these

business partners in the overpriced eight-page newsletter,

foreign intelligence institutions enjoy a privileged relation

Early Warning, include British intelligence operatives Rob

ship with the U.S. State Department and other government

ert Moss and Arnaud de Borchgrave.

agencies and departments because of the administration's

Michael Ledeen: Currently an adviser to the State and

failure to grasp the strategic doublecross being carried out by

Defense Departments on terrorism, Ledeen poses a signifi

the British and the Israelis against theUnited States.

cant security threat to the United States through his close

CAMERA: The most egregious case of outright terrorist

association with New Republic, the magazine founded by a

involvement by the organizers of the conference is the so

family of Soviet agents close to KGB Col. H. Kim Philby.

called Committee on Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in

Ledeen's wife, Barbara, who also is close to New Republic,

America, headed by one Winifred Meiselman, and William

is a controller of the Temple Mount project-the plan to

Perl. Perl is connected to the terrorist Jewish Defense League

rebuild the Temple of Solomon on the current site of the Al

in the Washington area, both directly through JDL members,

Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem. The Temple Mount project is the

and through Rabbi Kranz of Maryland, a JDL protector. As

brainwashing belief structure for Jewish fundamentalists in

is well known to Washington, D.C. law enforcement, Perl's

volved in Kahane's Kach Party, and with the terrorist training

name figured prominently in a series of mid-1970s JDL rifle

center, Aretet Cohanim yeshiva. This yeshiva was founded

attacks on Washington embassies.

.
The JDL has been one of the ADL's covert terrorist ca

by Mattityahu Dan, a suspected agent of Ariel Sharon and
Rafi Eytan's Terror Against Terror assassins unit.

pabilities, and its leader, Meir Kahane, now in Israel, has

While posturing as an "expert" on Italian terrorism, Le

been linked to the terrorist actions of the Isr.. eli JDL affiliate,

deen was labeled persona non grata by Italian intelligence

the Kach Party.

agencies after reports he was hired to produce were found to

John Rees: Rees operates around Washington under a

cover up key information about the. Italian left and right

variety of covers: The Mid-Atlantic Research Institute, Early
Warning, the John Birch Society'S News of the Week, and

terrorists.
In the context of the gravest security danger to President

Information Digest. As indicated above, Rees is closely as

Reagan since his election in 1980, the purging of these Soviet

sociated with the FBI, for which he functions to provide

assets from anti-terrorist efforts is critical to ending the blind

disinformation on KGB operations.

ing of U.S. intelligence. For anyone who doubts that the

The British-born Rees worked in the 1940s-early '50s for

British and Israeli "special relationship" is a major Soviet

the British Royal Air Force's Special Investigations unit,

weapon against the United States, just consider two of the

before coming to theUnited States in 1963. After some lack

latest steps in the Soviet campaign to break West Germany

of success as aU.S. intelligence stringer, during which time

out of NATO:

a liaison with Peyton Place author Grace Metalious resulted

• On May 2, the London International Institute for Stra

in a dispute over her estate, Rees got involved with black

tegic Studies released its annual strategic report, this time on

nationalist groups in Harlem.

the subject of Reagan's SDI. Echoing the statements of Lord

In 1968, Rees founded National Goals, a vehicle through

Carrington, Secretary General of NATO, as well as of the

which he and his associate Herbert Rommerstein attempted

Soviet leadership, the IISS said the SOl program ."..could

to secure Justice Department funding for black vigilante (pol

damage [world] stability rather than strengthen it." This doc

itely termed "community police forces") groups in Newark,

ument, released at the moment of President Reagan's Euro

New Jersey. One of Rees's choices for government funding

pean trip, is designed to give a Western boost to Soviet

was Imamu Baraka (a.k.a. Leroi Jones), a leader of the 1967

disinformation .

race riots in Newark. The mediator for Rees's offer to Bar

• Throughout April, Israeli intelligence utilized assets

aka, who calls himself a "revolutionary follower of Marxist

in the United States on behalf of the KGB to smear President

Leninist-Mao Zedong thought," was Kamil Wadud, leader

Reagan as "anti-Semitic" because of his plan to visit a Ger

of the Sunni Muslim sect in Newark who later helped form

man military cemetery at Bitburg. While Soviet front groups

the Hanafi Muslim sect which took part in terrorism in Wash

run the propaganda, the Israeli intelligence-linked Terror

ington. D.C.

Against Terror murderers are one of the greatest dangers to

In 1971, Rees and his wife, Louise Rees (a.k.a. Sheila
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President Reagan's safety.
National
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